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At Waterways Environmental we have
an innovative approach to design suitable
rainwater harvesting systems. As
we are not affiliated to any tank
manufacturer, we can offer the
largest range of tanks, above
Rain
or below ground in either
plastic, GRP or concrete.
Water

Above-Ground Tank Range

Control
systems

For our above ground
Harvesting
range, usually used in an
Tanks
existing property, we can
offer a variety of standard
circular or slim line options like
column or rectangular. Our tanks range from
200L to 200,000L in 1 tank. Many systems are
supplied with tanks to suit appearance whilst
our below ground range are about proximity,
depth, strength and material preference.
Beyond the choice of tanks - “filtering, pumps
and controls” are carefully selected to ensure
the system is reliable, with
sufficient flow and
pressure and as
maintenance free
as possible.
Most of
our filters
are wash
through self
maintaining
filters and all
of our pumps carry full
manufacturers warranties of
3 years plus and are designed
to last in excess of any of the
warranties offered.

Filter
Range

The harvested water can be
used for your toilets, washing
machines and for outdoor use.
In addition to the standard
sediment filters, we offer
further carbon filtration and
UV disinfection in order that
you may use the water for
potable uses such as washing,
showering or bathing. The
water is ph neutral and mixes
detergent much better than
mains and as such better to
wash hair or clothes with or
anything else.

As regard controls, we can offer very simple
non visual controls (very cost effective) up to
full system controls with lcd display and gives
information such as pressure, water depth,
header tank and pump status
and can offer information such
as rainwater used and mains
water used in order you can
see the savings.
We offer two types of
systems, either a direct
system (pressure system) or
an indirect system (gravity
system). With the direct system,
there is no header tank and the water is
pumped directly to the appliances which has
good pressure. With the indirect system, the
water is pumped to a header tank and feeds
the appliances by gravity, where you will have
water stored if there is a power cut.

Under-Ground Tank Range

With our commercial or domestic rainwater
harvesting systems, we have the system to
suit the owner’s project requirements. With
simplicity and cost effectiveness in mind,
we will establish the essentials for your
application and build a system on that. We
can survey the premises and offer full design,
supply and commissioning. We also offer full
installation with all our systems.

Accessories
1.

3.

2.

4.

5.

All our systems conform to BS8515:2009. All
items CE marked in compliance with full EU
standards.
1. Stainless steel pumps 2. Floating intake 3. Pressure vessels 4. Divertron pumps 5. Inline filters
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TRADITIONAL GRAVITY
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Diagram shows a
rainwater harvesting
system, complete with
under-ground tank, filter,
pump and controls

